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1. Introduction. In this paper, we are concerned with the following nonlinear
equation:

Au + lulP-u

ut

u(t): x IRiv

(1)

uo H,

u(.,O)

u(x, t) IR, A stands for the Laplacian

v.

in IR We note
We
the
H WI,p+I(IR/v) L(IR/V).
assume in addition
exponent p subcritical:
if N > 3, then 1 < p < (N + 2)/(N- 2); otherwise, 1 < p < +. Other types of

where

equations will be also considered.
The local Cauchy problem for equation (2) can be solved in H. Moreover, one
can show that either the solution u(t) exists on [0, +c), or on [0, T) with
T < +oo. In this former case, u blows up in finite time in the sense that

Ilu(t)ll/ +o when

T.

(Actually, we have both Ilu(t)lln) + and Ilu(t)llw,,+,n) +o when
t--. T.)
Here we are interested in blow-up phenomena. (For such a case, see, for
example, Ball [1] and Levine [14].) We now consider a blow-up solution u(t)
and note T its blow-up time. One can show that there is at least one blow-up
point a (that is, a IRs such that lu(a, t)l --, + when
T). We will consider
in this paper the case of a finite number of blow-up points (see [15]). More precisely, we will focus for simplicity on the case where there is only one blow-up
point. We want to study the profile of the solution near blow-up, and the stability of such behavior with respect to initial data.
Standard tools, such as center manifold theory, have been proven nonefficient
in this situation (cf. [6], [4]). In order to treat this problem, we introduce similarity variables (as in [10]):
Y=

,
x/T-
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